Assignment 0

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

Demo Assignment

1) Where do we find post-classical era paintings?
   - Bihar
   - Bhubaneswar
   - Udaipur
   - Nagpur
   Accepted Answers: Bihar, Bhubaneswar
   [1 point]

2) Search is famous for what kind of architecture?
   - Tomb architecture
   - Cave architecture
   - Temple architecture
   - palace architecture
   Accepted Answers: Tomb architecture
   [1 point]

3) Dvarapala is a sculptural example of?
   - Egyptian Civilization
   - Mesoamerican Culture
   - Versailles Period
   - India Valley Civilization
   Accepted Answers: India Valley Civilization
   [1 point]

4) The capital of the Gupta Empire was
   - Kausambi
   - Pataliputra
   - Ayodhya
   - Haridwar
   Accepted Answers: Pataliputra
   [1 point]

5) Ajanta Caves have the earliest examples of?
   - Hindu wall sculptures
   - Buddhist paintings
   - Jain paintings
   - Vasantakanta paintings
   Accepted Answers: Buddhist paintings
   [1 point]

6) Kalash-nath temple is located in?
   - Amarkantak
   - Varanasi
   - Ajanta
   - Ellora
   Accepted Answers: Ellora
   [1 point]

7) Classical style is what associated with the art?
   - Sunga Period
   - Satavahana Period
   - Maurya Period
   - Pallava Period
   Accepted Answers: Maurya Period
   [1 point]

8) Sanchi stupa is located in?
   - Ladakh
   - Udaipur
   - Varanasi
   - Jabalpur
   Accepted Answers: Sanchi, Udaipur
   [1 point]

9) Nataraja is a particular form of?
   - Lord Vishnu
   - Lord Shiva
   - Lord Ganesha
   - Lord Brahma
   Accepted Answers: Lord Shiva
   [1 point]

10) Three temples of Pallava period are located in?
    - Amarnath
    - Varanasi
    - Thanjavur
    - Puri
    Accepted Answers: Thanjavur
    [1 point]